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EG:”The Assange/Manning/Snowden narrative was
designed to attack the credibility of American NatSec, the
last line of defense against an all-out assault by the
transnational organized criminal organizations.” 
 
Any description of USA as an ‘Empire’ = TOC/RU
narrative.
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“When the Guardian editors told Assange they would redact the names of Afghans

mentioned in the leaked cables whose lives would be otherwise endangered, 

 

Assange said: “Well, they're informants. So, if they get killed, they've got it coming to

them. They deserve it.”
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Schiff: If Barr & RR redact MR for Congress, it will be by choice, not legal

compulsion. 

 

Rosenstein chose to give a GOP House nearly 1 million pages of discovery in Clinton

& Russia probe. 

 

But they choose not to give 400 pages of Trump-related info to a Dem House.
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Federal court holds 1A does not protect Trump Campaign in alleged conspiracy with

RU-Wikileaks. 

 

Hannity seems to have deleted all references to J-Ass, WikiLeaks on his Twitter 

 

WH proposed releasing immigrant detainees in sanctuary cities, targeting political

foes
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Fed Prosecutors in CA Are Now Looking Into Trump’s Inaugural Committee 

 

NJ AG Subpoenas Trump Inaugural Fund 

 

Former VZ Official Hugo Armando Carvajal Barrios Arrested In Spain In Connex

With Drug-Trafficking Charge 

 

Test taker in college admissions scam pleads guilty
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U.S. slaps sanctions on four shipping firms, nine ships, carrying oil from Venezuela 

 

Chinese woman arrested at Mar-a-Lago indicted on two counts 

 

Zhang was charged with unlawful entry of restricted buildings and grounds and false

statements to law enforcement.
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Patten receives sentence of 36 months of probation and a $5k fine 

 

Trump’s new attorney general launches fresh changes to immigration courts 

 

Trump Demonizes Migrants as He Profits From Them 

 

Congress should probe how Trump’s properties rely on undoc’d workers.
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Estonia’s state prosecutor will expand an investigation into money laundering
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Estonia s state prosecutor will expand an investigation into money laundering

allegations against Danske Bank A/S to include Swedbank AB of Sweden 

 

KPMG, EY Reported to Police Amid Danish Laundering Probes 

EY is being investigated for its role in Danske Bank scandal
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📌Workers at a RU facility called the IRA were instructed to write SOCMED posts in

oppo to HRC but “to support Bernie Sanders and then-candidate Trump.”  

 

📌That strategy could receive new attention with the release of Mueller’s report,

expected within days
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Gregory Craig pleads not guilty to false statement charges 

 

Bannon & US ultra-conservatives take aim at Pope Francis 

 

The Pope has expressed support for migrants & the poor, while warning against

nationalism & unfettered capitalism (TOC).
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📌DA knew Jeffrey Epstein was a dangerous pedophile when arguing for leniency 

 

📌The brief has been sealed since 2011, describes a state assessment’s findings that

Epstein should be monitored in New York as a level three offender — reserved for the

most dangerous.
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📌Denmark cracks down on financial crime 

 

📌GOP opposition sinks Cain’s chances for Fed nomination 

 

📌Back in the day, Cy Vance declined to prosecute Dominique Strauss-Kahn. 

 

📌Could it be because he was on the board of Rosneft-owned Russian bank?
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📌Roger Stone's woes: He's broke. Donald Trump doesn't call. And his wife broke her

ankle. 

 

📌General Electric Agrees to Pay $1.5 Billion Penalty for AllegedMisrepresentations

Concerning Subprime Loans Included in Residential Mortgage-Backed Securities

#2008Meltdown
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📌Ecuador says man 'close' to Julian Assange arrested 

 

📌Ola Bini, a Swedish software developer, was arrested as authorities attempt to

dismantle a blackmail ring that in recent days had threatened to retaliate against

Ecuadorian President Lenin Moreno.
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📌Malaysia’s former first lady Rosmah Mansor charged with corruption over solar

energy deal. 

 

📌She has also been charged with laundering illegal proceeds and tax evasion in a

massive corruption scandal that led to Najib Razak’s electoral loss last May
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UK parliament very likely to consider new Brexit referendum 

 

The Overdue Downfall of J-Ass 

 

Top Abraaj executives arrested on U.S. fraud charges 

 

Trump Considered Ivanka for World Bank as She's ‘Good With Numbers’ 
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China is a threat to Canada's national security
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Kraft's atty’s fighting to keep surveillance videos private in prostitution case 

 

DEMs ask DOJ for findings of probe into Acosta's conduct in Epstein case 

 

DEMS are concerned that the adm might try to quash the findings of Acosta's

handling of the controversial case.
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🏵Rep. Adam Schiff🏵 
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Adam Schiff
@RepAdamSchiff

If Barr & Rosenstein redact Mueller’s report for Congress, it will 
be by choice, not legal compulsion. 
 
Rosenstein chose to give a GOP House nearly 1 million pages of 
discovery in Clinton & Russia probe. 
 
But they choose not to give 400 pages of Trump-related info to a 
Dem House.
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15.6K people are talking about this

Federal court holds First Amendment does not protect Trump Campaign in alleged

conspiracy with Russia-Wikileaks. 

Why the First Amendment Does Not Protect Trump Campaign Collusio…
Despite the president’s signature hostility toward the press, the Trump campaign is
strenuously trying to wrap itself and Wikileaks in the protective garb of the First
Amendment in defending against …

https://www.justsecurity.org/61327/amendment-protect-trump-campaign-collusion-wikil…

Federal court holds First Amendment does not protect Trump Campaign in alleged

conspiracy with Russia-Wikileaks. 
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Ryan Goodman
@rgoodlaw

Breaking: Federal court holds First Amendment does not protect 
Trump Campaign in alleged conspiracy with Russia-Wikileaks. 
 
Court holds that Supreme Court case (Bartnicki) does not apply 
for the reasons that Bob Bauer and I argued 
here:justsecurity.org/61327/amendmen… 
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2,570 people are talking about this

“The Assange/Manning/Snowden narrative was designed to attack the credibility of

American national security, the last line of defense against an all-out assault by the

transnational organized criminal organizations.” 

Eric Garland
@ericgarland

Replying to @ericgarland
The Assange/Manning/Snowden narrative was designed to 
attack the credibility of American national security, the last line of 
defense against an all-out assault by the transnational organized 
criminal organizations. 
 
I'm not a prosecutor. But I'll tell you what this looks like.
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178 people are talking about this

“When the Guardian editors told Assange they would redact the names of Afghans

named in the cables whose lives would be otherwise endangered, Assange said: “Well,

they're informants. So, if they get killed, they've got it coming to them. They deserve

it.” 

Michael Weiss
@michaeldweiss

When the Guardian editors told him they would redact the names 
of Afghans mentioned in the cables whose lives would be 
otherwise endangered, Assange said: “Well, they're informants. 
So, if they get killed, they've got it coming to them. They deserve 
it.” theguardian.com/books/2011/apr…

Laura Rosenberger @rosenbergerlm
I was on State’s China desk when these cables were released. I 
worked feverishly to determine which Chinese human rights activists’ 
lives might be in danger by the public disclosure of their contact with 
US officials. Assange is no friend of human rights. 
washingtonpost.com/world/europe/w…
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6,871 people are talking about this

Back in the day, Cy Vance declined to prosecute Dominique Strauss-Kahn. (Could it

be because he was on the board of Rosneft-owned Russian bank?) 
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Eric Garland
@ericgarland

Replying to @markseifert01
You mean THIS is who Cy Vance decided not to prosecute? 
Perhaps concerned about the opinions of the Vor in his 
backyard? @spunctunculous telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsby…
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53 people are talking about this

Dominique Strauss-Kahn joins board of Rosneft-owned Russi…
Dominique Strauss-Kahn, the former head of the International
Monetary Fund, has joined the supervisory board of a bank owned by
telegraph.co.uk

Dominique Strauss-Kahn Fast Facts 

Dominique Strauss-Kahn Fast Facts
Read CNN's Fast Facts about Dominique Strauss-Kahn, former International
Monetary Fund Director.

https://edition.cnn.com/2013/03/25/world/europe/dominique-strauss-kahn-fast-facts/ind…

Dominique Strauss-Kahn, the former chief of the International Monetary Fund

whose career foundered in a series of sex scandals, is making a comeback in finance

— this time, in Russia as he takes a seat on the board of Rosnef. 

Strauss-Kahn Re-emerges in Finance, in Russia
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Dominique Strauss-Kahn, the former chief of the International Monetary Fund
whose career unraveled in a series of sex scandals, was named a board member
of a banking subsidiary of Rosneft.

https://dealbook.nytimes.com/2013/07/15/strauss-kahn-re-emerges-in-finance-in-russia/

Hackers publish personal data on thousands of US police officers and federal agents 

Hackers publish personal data on thousands of US police officers and …
A hacker group has breached several FBI-affiliated websites and uploaded their
contents to the web, including dozens of files containing the personal information of
thousands of federal agents and la…

https://techcrunch.com/2019/04/12/police-data-hack/

Sean Hannity seems to have deleted all references to Julian Assange, WikiLeaks on

his Twitter 

Sean Hannity seems to have deleted all references to Julian Assange, …
Official site of The Week Magazine, offering commentary and analysis of the day's
breaking news and current events as well as arts, entertainment, people and
gossip, and political cartoons.

https://theweek.com/speedreads/834766/sean-hannity-seems-have-deleted-all-referen…

Federal Prosecutors in California Are Now Looking Into Trump’s Inaugural

Committee 
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Federal Prosecutors in California Are Now Looking Into Trump’s Inaug…
Federal investigators in California are currently looking into allegations of
misconduct and corruption by members of President Trump's inaugural committee.

https://lawandcrime.com/high-profile/federal-prosecutors-in-california-are-now-looking-i…

🏵CA vs PIC🏵 

 

Karol 
@karolcummins

Federal Prosecutors in California Are Now Looking Into Trump’s 
Inaugural Committee lawandcrime.com/high-profile/f…
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56 people are talking about this

Federal Prosecutors in California Are Now L…
Federal investigators in California are currently
looking into allegations of misconduct and
corruption by members of President Donald
lawandcrime.com

New Jersey Attorney General Subpoenas Trump Inaugural Fund 

Report: New Jersey Attorney General Subpoenas Trump Inaugural Fund
Shortly after Manhattan federal prosecutors subpoenaed the fund.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/report-new-jersey-attorney-general-supoenas-trump-ina…

🏵NJ vs PIC🏵 

 

Karol 
@karolcummins

Replying to @karolcummins

New Jersey’s attorney general issued an “administrative 
subpoena” to Trump's inauguration fund for “financial records” 
that relate to any fundraising done in the state, The New York 
Times reports. thedailybeast.com/report-new-jer…

14 4:01 PM - Apr 12, 2019
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See Karol 's other Tweets

Report: New Jersey Attorney General Subpoenas Trump Inaug…
Shortly after Manhattan federal prosecutors subpoenaed the fund.
thedailybeast.com

W. Samuel Patten sentenced to probation after steering Ukrainian money to Trump

inaugural 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/legal-issues/w-samuel-patten-sentenced-to-pro…

Gregory Craig pleads not guilty to false statement charges 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/former-white-house-counsel-gregory-craig-pl…

General Electric Agrees to Pay $1.5 Billion Penalty for Alleged Misrepresentations

Concerning Subprime Loans Included in Residential Mortgage-Backed Securities 

General Electric Agrees to Pay $1.5 Billion Penalty for Alleged Misrepr…
The Department of Justice today announced that General Electric (GE) will pay a
civil penalty of $1.5 billion under the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and
Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA) t…

https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/general-electric-agrees-pay-15-billion-penalty-alleged-m…

📌Senate Democrats ask DOJ for findings of probe into Acosta's conduct in Epstein

case 

 

📌The request reflects concerns among Democrats that the administration might try

to quash the findings of Acosta's handling of the controversial case. 
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Senate Democrats ask DOJ for findings of probe into Acosta's conduc…
Senate Democrats are asking for the results of a probe into Labor Secretary
Acosta's handling of a sex crime prosecution against billionaire Jeffrey Epstein.

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/senate-democrats-ask-doj-findings-probe-…

UK parliament very likely to consider new Brexit referendum - Hammond 

UK parliament very likely to consider new Brexit referendum - Hammond
The idea of a second Brexit referendum is very likely to be put before Britain's
parliament again although the government remains opposed to any new plebiscite,
the British finance minister said on F…

https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-britain-eu-hammond-idUSKCN1RO1EG

Russia Revealed: Unwinding the Narratives and Reclaiming Reality:  

 

DAY OF RECKONING: WE TOLD YOU FOR YEARS THAT IT'S ESPIONAGE, NOT

JOURNALISM 

 

By Chris Nethery 

DAY OF RECKONING: WE TOLD YOU FOR YEARS THAT IT'S ESPIONA…
Yesterday morning, we woke up to the (delightful) news that Russian GRU asset
and creator of Russian intelligence front Wikileaks , Julian A...
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DA knew Jeffrey Epstein was a dangerous pedophile when arguing for leniency 

DA knew Jeffrey Epstein was a dangerous pedophile when arguing for…
The Manhattan DA’s office had graphic and detailed evidence of pedophile
billionaire Jeffrey Epstein’s depravity when a prosecutor inexplicably argued for
leniency during his 2011 sex offender regist…

https://nypost.com/2019/04/11/da-knew-jeffrey-epstein-was-a-dangerous-pedophile-wh…

KPMG, EY Reported to Police Amid Danish Laundering Probes 

 

EY is being investigated for its role in Danske Bank scandal 

 

Development comes as Denmark cracks down on financial crime 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-04-12/ernst-young-reported-to-

police-for-role-in-danske-bank-scandal

💦💰Accounting Firms💰💦 

 

Karol 
@karolcummins

Replying to @karolcummins

Accounting Firms in the Barrel too  
 
Denmark has reported the local operations of Ernst & Young and 
KPMG to the police amid a widening crackdown on money 
laundering in the country.bloomberg.com/news/articles/…

17 5:48 PM - Apr 12, 2019

Ernst & Young Reported to Police for Role in Danske Scandal
Denmark has reported Ernst & Young to the police amid concerns
that the accounting firm failed to alert the authorities to suspicious
bloomberg.com
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Malaysia’s former first lady Rosmah Mansor charged with corruption over solar

energy deal. 

 

She has also been charged with laundering illegal proceeds and tax evasion in a

massive corruption scandal that led to Najib Razak’s electoral loss last May 

Malaysia’s former first lady Rosmah Mansor charged with corruption o…
Malaysia’s former first lady has also been charged with laundering illegal proceeds
and tax evasion in the 1MDB scandal that led to her husband Najib Razak’s
electoral loss last May.

https://www.scmp.com/news/asia/southeast-asia/article/3005517/rosmah-mansor-mala…

Trump Demonizes Migrants as He Profits From Them 

If DHS won’t probe how the president's properties rely on undocumented workers,

Congress should. 

 

https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2019-04-12/trump-demonizes-

migrants-trump-organization-profits-from-them

Chinese woman arrested at Mar-a-Lago indicted on two counts 

 

Zhang was charged with unlawful entry of restricted buildings and grounds and false

statements to law enforcement. 

Chinese woman arrested at Mar-a-Lago indicted on two counts
Yujing Zhang, the Chinese citizen arrested at Mar-a-Lago while President Trump
was visiting Florida in March, was indicted Friday on two counts.

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/all/chinese-woman-arrested-mar-lago-indicted-two-co…

China is a threat to Canada's national security 

https://nationalpost.com/opinion/terry-glavin-its-official-china-is-a-threat-to-
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Roger Stone's woes: He's broke. Donald Trump doesn't call. And his wife broke her

ankle. 

Roger Stone's woes: He's broke. Donald Trump doesn't call. And his w…
Roger Stone says things aren't going very well. He's broke, and when he and his
wife were moving from a Fort Lauderdale mansion to a one-bedroom apartment,
she broke her ankle. And he hasn't spoken t…

https://www.sun-sentinel.com/news/politics/fl-ne-roger-stone-woes-20190411-story.html

White House proposed releasing immigrant detainees in sanctuary cities, targeting

political foes 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/immigration/white-house-proposed-releasing-immigr…

Trump’s new attorney general launches fresh changes to immigration courts 

Trump's new attorney general launches fresh changes to immigration …
Attorney General William Barr is making his first major moves on immigration policy
since his confirmation, setting up big changes for the courts that decide whether
immigrants will stay in the U.S.…

https://www.sfchronicle.com/politics/article/Trump-s-new-attorney-general-launches-fre…

Estonia’s state prosecutor will expand an investigation into money laundering

allegations against Danske Bank A/S to include Swedbank AB of Sweden. 

The decision follows a criminal complaint filed by Hermitage Capital Management

co-founder Bill Browder 

https://www bloomberg com/news/articles/2019 04 12/estonia expands danske
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Workers at a RU facility called the IRA were instructed to write SOCMED posts in

oppo to HRC but “to support Bernie Sanders and then-candidate Trump.”  

 

That strategy could receive new attention with the release of Mueller’s report,

expected within days 

.

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/inside-the-russian-effort-to-target-sanders-su…

Steve Bannon and U.S. ultra-conservatives take aim at Pope Francis 

 

The pontiff has expressed support for migrants and the poor, while warning against

nationalism and unfettered capitalism (TOC).  

Bannon joins forces with ultra-conservatives to target Pope Francis
Since becoming pope in 2013, Francis has expressed a consistent message on the
type of “America First” nationalism championed by Steve Bannon.

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/steve-bannon-u-s-ultra-conservatives-take-aim-…

Russia and China, key financial backers of Venezuela's authoritarian regime, get most

of the attention. But Cuba's operatives on the ground provide the crucial intelligence

support 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-04-01/how-has-maduro-survived-

with-lots-of-help-from-cuban-operatives

Rod Rosenstein at private lunch 
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Jennifer Jacobs
@JenniferJJacobs

Rod Rosenstein at private lunch today at Metropolitan Club said 
don’t forget what Mueller probe was about: cyber crimes. When it 
comes out, lot of what we see will deal with *that*; it’ll clear up 
questions about Russian election interference, he said, people in 
room told me.
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828 people are talking about this

The Overdue Downfall of Julian Assange 

The Overdue Downfall of Julian Assange - The Bulwark
The home for the best of American conservative opinion. Curated commentary and
analysis on news, politics, public policy, and culture.

https://thebulwark.com/the-overdue-downfall-of-julian-assange/

Ecuador says man 'close' to Julian Assange arrested 

 

Ola Bini, a Swedish software developer, was arrested as authorities attempt to

dismantle a blackmail ring that in recent days had threatened to retaliate against

Ecuadorian President Lenin Moreno. 

Ecuador says man 'close' to Julian Assange arrested
Interior Minister Maria Romo did not reveal the name of the man but said he was
arrested for 'investigative purposes'.

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/04/ecuador-man-close-julian-assange-arrested-…
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The chief executive and a managing partner of the collapsed Dubai private equity

firm Abraaj Capital Ltd have been arrested on U.S. charges that they defrauded their

investors, including the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. 

Top Abraaj executives arrested on U.S. fraud charges
The chief executive and a managing partner of the collapsed Dubai private equity
firm Abraaj Capital Ltd have been arrested on U.S. charges that they defrauded
their investors, including the Bill & M…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-abrraj-usa-crime-idUSKCN1RN2P5

Trump Considered Ivanka for World Bank as She's ‘Good With Numbers’ 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-04-12/trump-mulled-ivanka-for-

world-bank-as-she-s-good-with-numbers

The Mystery Of Julian Assange's Cat 

The Mystery Of Julian Assange's Cat
Assange was arrested Thursday after the Ecuadorian Embassy in London said he
was no longer welcome. But what happened to the self-proclaimed master of
"counter-purrveillance?"

https://www.npr.org/2019/04/12/712719377/the-mystery-of-julian-assanges-cat
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This what it means to keep that same energy. 
36.2K 8:23 PM - Mar 25, 2019

13K people are talking about this
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BuzzFeed News
@BuzzFeedNews

This 96-year-old grandmother has still got moves 
398 10:49 PM - Apr 12, 2019

113 people are talking about this

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Trump’s utter contempt for the Rule of Law is in full display = TOC 

 

Transnational Organized Criminals view Migrants as nothing more than weaponized

pawns to be used as cudgels with the goal of destabilizing Western Democracies

world wide  

 

It is mind numbing.
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🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Today was eerily quiet in a very strange way... 

 

Until the next shoes drop, enjoy the weekend with friends & loved ones.  

 

Treat yourself to something special. 

 

Retail therapy is fun!! 🤣🤣🤣 Yes, I was a naughty girl today!  

 

Sleep well! 

 

#TeamPatriot
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🌚#AshCanSchool🌚 
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#PAM #PAMFTW #AshCanSchool

Karol 
@karolcummins

#AshCanSchool  
 
In the early 20th century, a group of eight American realist 
painters based in New York City organized & established an 
influential American genre in 20th century painting.  
 
Robert Henri - Cafferty - 1926 
 

#PAM #PAMFTW 
#AshCanSchool
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@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  

 

#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

April 12, 2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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